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JAMONES MAJÍN, THE TASTE OF 
TRADITION  

One of the most delicious delicacies to be found, part 
of our gastronomical culture, is Iberian Ham. 
In Jamones Majín, inspired by the Guijuelo`s 
ageless Ibérico tradition, we strive to bring the 
products of our terroir to every corner of Spain 
and beyond, believing that their quality will be 
appreciated everywhere in the World .

After the careful selection and acquisition of the best 
Ibérico cuts, we cure the hams and other meats 
in our centuries-old stone cellar, until they 
have acquired the flavor and texture that 
characterizes Jamones Majín. Likewise, to satisfy 
all tastes we work as well with a careful 
selection of products made by our partners, whose 
work is synonym with love and quality. 

If there is something that characterizes our 
region, it’s its gastronomical diversity. Our 
mission at Jamones Majín is to share this 
veritable treasure with the rest of the World, 
bringing Guijuelo’s best Ibérico products to every 
family. The secret lies in the careful and 
professional selection of both animals and cuts 
of the best quality. Flavor, aroma, and texture 
come together in our products, that we guarantee 
will make a lasting impression in your palate. 
Such is the case that one of our start products was 
recognized as Spain’s Best Ham and described by the 
magazine “Historias de tu Ciudad” as “an 
exceptional product, a delight to the palate”.
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OUR CURED MEATS, A TRUE 
CULINARY DELIGHT

At Majín we select the best Iberian Pigs. We extract the 

loin (lomo) and a selection of the best lean cuts from 

the animal, and after processing they are cured for 6 to 

8 months, process whose result is a product 

exceptionally tasteful.

 

Our sausages and cured meats have an unmistakable 

flavor, specially our lomo, which also has many health 

benefits. Indeed, just as Ibérico Ham, is a perfect 

addition to a balanced diet, as it has a high proportion 

of unsaturated fats and is high in protein, which helps 

the healthy growth of muscles.  

 

We offer our history’s authentic flavor, following the 

same process passed on by our forefathers, respecting 

tradition, using only the best cuts of the best animals, 

curing the slowly, patiently.
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IBÉRICO’S BEST CUTS  

At Jamones Majín we always strive for more. Our 

desire and efforts to offer the consumer a quality 

product adapted to the latest trends, has led us to 

include in our catalogue an exclusive selection of 

fresh Ibérico pork cuts. 

In Spain we say that from pigs we take everything, 

even their stride. That’s why we have made a careful 

selection of all the cuts: from lomo (loin) ibérico, 

solomillo (sirloin), secreto y presa, to carrilleras 

(cheek), pluma o costilla ibérica (ribs). We are aiming 

at the broadest variety, only limiting ourselves for the 

sake of exclusivity and quality. 

The true Ibérico lovers demand an intense flavor and 

soft texture, a bite that melts in the mouth leaving a 

long, pleasant aftertaste. In our fresh Ibérico cuts you 

will find every aspect that justify our claim that we 

only serve the best cuts, from the best animals. 
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best Ibérico cuts. All the meat 
we sell possess an 
exceptional quality, certified 
Ibérico breed.  
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We love Ibérico meat not only for its fantastic and rich flavor, but for the great 
variety of cuts that exists, each with its own variations on flavor and texture. This 

means it is a really versatile product, perfect to use in recipes of all kinds.  
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